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Motivation and challenges: Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies
are greatly increasing the amount of genomic computer data, revolutionizing the
biosciences field and leading to the development of more complex NGS Data
Analysis techniques [2]. These techniques, known as pipelines or workflows, con-
sist of running and refining a series of intertwined computational analysis and
visualization tasks on large amounts of data. These pipelines involve the use of
multiple software tools and data resources in a staged fashion, with the output
of one tool being passed as input to the next one. To simplify the design and ex-
ecution of biomedical workflows by end users, especially those that use multiple
software tools and data resources, a number of scientific workflow systems have
been developed over the past decade. Examples include Galaxy [1] and Swift
[3]. However, most of these scientific workflow systems cannot be easily deployed
and most of the times are only available to users with access to specialized IT
support. There are two main issues to address in the design of an execution
environment to these pipelines. First, due to the complexity of configuring and
parametrizing pipelines, the use of NGS Data Analysis techniques is not an easy
task for a user without IT knowledge. Second, knowing input data can be as
much as terabytes and petabytes, pipelines execution require, in general, a great
amount of computational resources.
System Organization: Regarding the first challenge, NGS4Cloud is devised
to allow easy design and use pipelines, without users need to configure, install
and manage tools, servers and complex workflow management systems. The sys-
tem offers a DSL (domain-specific language), to describe pipelines4. The DSL’s
syntax provides primitives to specify the sequence through which each tool com-
mand is executed, to specify arguments, and to chain commands’ inputs and
outputs. To know each tools’ properties and commands, NGS4Cloud uses tools’
meta-data which is saved in a user-provided repository.5

Regarding the second challenge, Cloud technologies are sought as a solu-
tion to solve the lack of resources of an average computer, providing users with
big clusters of powerful machines to run pipelines more efficiently. NGS4Cloud
deploys pipelines in a remote cluster. It analyses the pipeline’s description and
automatically explores multiples cores of the same machine or different machines,
as well as data partitioning. We developed an execution engine that analyses the
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pipeline and builds a graph of tasks. This graph of tasks reflects the dependency
among tasks and allows to infer what can be executed in parallel and what can
only be executed in serial. It is organized as a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
where vertices of the DAG are the tasks and edges represent the dependencies.
From it, the engine deploys the tasks in a cluster of machines governed by the
Mesos’s batch job scheduling framework Chronos.

Parallelism is made simple to end-users. We consider three levels: i) multi-core
execution of tool commands that support it; ii) parallel execution of independent
tasks of a pipeline; iii) data partitioning in order to process the fragments in
parallel executions of the same tool command. The optimal partitioning of the
input files for parallel execution is not solved by NGS4Cloud. This responsibility
is entirely delegated to the users when they describe the pipeline using the DSL.
If a user decides to split a file, then it will be partitioned as requested. To support
the parallelization of independent tools we automatically infer from the pipeline
description dependencies based on the outputs and inputs of commands.

NGS4Cloud is currently deployed at the Portuguese National Distributed
Computing Infrastructure (IaaS). We have configured the Mesos kernel at this
infrastructure, which allows to easily manage clusters of machines assuring an
efficient use of resources, provides fault tolerance and high availability, and has
support for running Docker images.6,7 NGS4Cloud uses Docker natively to iso-
late each tool for easy and up-to-date execution. Since pipeline tasks are batch
jobs, we are using the Chronos framework, a batch job scheduler framework
that runs on top of Mesos and offers a REST interface for scheduling jobs with
dependencies.8 The cluster has a distributed file system which serves as work-
ing directory for the execution of the pipeline, allowing all cluster machines to
access the files being produced. A software component called Monitor is respon-
sible for reading a description of the tasks and its dependencies. Chronos is used
to schedule these tasks at a Mesos’ controlled cluster. The use of these frame-
works decouples our solution from any concrete cloud service. Since Mesos and
Chronos are currently being actively developed, we hope NGS4Cloud will be
able to take advantage of improvements to this technologies.
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